Window or Aisle?

Collegians and Alumnae share their tales of travel to destinations near and far.
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Favorite travel must-haves

We know you need your smart phone, and probably your tablet and laptop, but add these essentials to your checklist and you’ll be good to go!

- **Stylish back pack**
  Key word “stylish.” You need to carry stuff anyway. We love the rich florals of this JanSport Super FX pack in Multi Patchwork Posey.

- **Portable toilet seat covers**
  These slim, packable packs by Jandy Brands fight the gross factor of public toilets.

- **Chapstick**
  Planes get dry. Pucker up and keep ‘em moisturized.

- **Versatile black shawl**
  Warmth for planes and meeting rooms, this AprilMarin shawl looks good with anything and compresses without wrinkling; plus it can be monogrammed with Alpha Phi letters.

- **Portable phone charger**
  Don’t be powerless. The sleek mophie powerstation quickly charges all your USB devices.

- **Noise-cancelling wired headphones**
  The Bose QuietComfort 25 is ranked one of the best and tunes out everything you don’t want to hear.

- **GRID-IT!® organization system**
  Friends swear by this ultimate travel caddy to hold your electronics and then some.

- **Opera glasses**
  You never know when you’ll want a closer view of something—or somebody!